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Abstract

Hybrid systems combine di�erential equations with discrete event sys�

tems� We consider the reachability problem� is there a trajectory from an

initial state to a target state in the hybrid system� We show that for hybrid

systems with decoupled di�erential inclusions� the reachability problem can

be decided in a �nite number of steps�

� Introduction

Complex systems that are being designed today� incorporate both di�erential equa�
tions to model the continuous behavior� and discrete event systems to model instanta�
neous state changes in response to events� System which incorporate both dynamical
and discrete event models are called hybrid systems�

In this paper we study properties of hybrid automata � a formalism for specifying
hybrid systems� In particular� we are interested in algorithmic methods for solving
problems relating to hybrid systems� Hybrid systems in which a problem can be
solved algorithmically in a �nite number of steps are called decidable hybrid systems�
We consider the reachability problem� is there a trajectory from an initial state s� to
a target state� We review the work in 	
� �� �� and show that for initialized hybrid
automata with constant decoupled di�erential inclusions� the reachability problem
can be solved in a �nite number of steps�
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Figure �� An Example Transition System

In Section 
� we discuss transition systems� and the relationships between them�
A transition system speci�es the states of the system� a set of generators� and the
behavior of the system under the generators� In Section �� we introduce hybrid
automata and their transition systems� In Section �� we discuss timed automata�
a decidable class of hybrid automata� We show that initialized multirate automata
are isomorphic to timed automata� and therefore also decidable� In Section �� we
extend the decidability results to rectangular automata with rectangular di�erential
inclusions�

� State Transition Systems

��� Transition Systems

Given a system with states S and a set of generators �� a transition system describes
how the generators cause the state to evolve�

Example ��� The example of �gure � is a state machine with states S � fA�B�Cg�
and generators � � fa� bg� Generator a causes state A to move to A or B� and state

C to move to C or B� Generator b causes state B to move to A or C�

De�nition ��� A transition system is A� hS�����i where

� S is a set of states�

� � is a set of generators�






� ��� S � �� S is the transition relation�

We will write �s� �� s�� ��� as s
�
�� s�� The transition relation for the system in

Example 
�� is ��� f�A� a�A�� �A� a�B�� �B� b�A�� �B� b�C�� �C�a�C���C�a�B�g�

Example ��� The de�nition of a transition system is quite general� A di�erential

equation �x � f�x� with solution ��t� de�nes the transition system A � �Rn���

� T ime� where T ime � ftjt � R�g� and the transition relation is x
t

�� y provided

y � ��t� and ���� � x�

De�nition ��� If A � hS�����i is a transition system� then the reversed system

is A�� � hS���R��i where s
� �
��R s i� s

�
�� s��

The reversed system moves backwards� For the example of �gure �� the reversed
system is the same state machine with edges reversed� In Example 
�
� the reversed
system A�� � �Rn���R� T ime� is the transition system for the di�erential equation
�x � �f�x�� The reversed system corresponds to the system obtained by reversing
the time �ow�

��� Relationship Between Transition Systems

We study relationships between transition systems� For example� two transition sys�
tems may be isomorphic� This is a very strong relationship� Weaker relationships
are obtained by using the idea of simulation� A transition system simulates another
when it can perform the same sequence of actions as another transition system� Using
the idea of simulation� one can de�ne bisimulation between two systems� where each
system simulates the other� In our discussion of transition systems A � hX�����Xi
and B � hY�����Y i� we will assume there is a one�to�one correspondence between
the generators �X and �Y � For generator �x � �X � we write �y for the corresponding
generator in �Y �

De�nition ��� Transition systems A � hX�����Xi and B � hY�����Y i are iso�

morphic provided there is a bijection h � X �� Y such that x
�x�� z i� h�x�

�y
�� h�z��

The transition system of the state machine of �gure � is isomorphic to the tran�
sition system of a state machine obtained from �gure � by relabeling of the states� A
more intersting example is obtained by a change of variables in a di�erential equation�
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Example ��� For x� y � R� and di�erential equation �x � �x���x��� consider the

change of variables y � �y�� y�� � h�x� � �x��x�� x��� Then �y � g�y� � �y��
y�� y���
The transition system X � hR����� T imei of di�erential equation �x � f�x� and

Y � hR����� T imei of di�erential equation �y � g�y� are isomorphic�

De�nition ��� Given transition systems A � hX�����Xi and B � hY�����Y i�
we say B simulates A with relation R � X � Y if �x� y� � R and x

�x�� x� implies

that there is y� � Y such that y
�y
�� y� and �x�� y�� � R�

The relation R in De�nition 
�� is called a simulation relation for the following reason�
Whenever �x� y� � R� for any sequence generated by A starting from state x� the
corresponding sequence can be generated by B starting from state y� That is� B from
state y can simulate A from state x when �x� y� � R�

The following lemma states that the simulation property is transitive�

Lemma ��� If A simulates B and B simulates C� then A simulates C�

When A can simulate B and B can simulate A� we say A and B are bisimilar�

De�nition ��� If A � hX�����Xi and B � hY�����Y i are transition systems�

we say R � X �Y is a bisimulation provided B simulates A with R and A simulates

B with R�� � Y �X where R�� � f�y� x�j�x� y� � Rg�

A bisimulation between two transition systems indicates that the transition sys�
tems are equivalent in some sense� The relation that makes the transition systems
bisimilar also indicates the states in the two systems that are equivalent� A stronger
equivalence between two transition systems is obtained by requiring that A and B
are bisimilar� and A�� and B�� are bisimilar� That is� the transition systems are
bisimilar in reversed time as well�

De�nition ��	 If A � hX�����Xi and B � hY�����Y i are transition systems�

we say R � X � Y is a time�symmetric bisimulation provided A and B are bisimilar

and A�� and B�� are bisimilar�

Transition systems which are isomorphic are time�symmetric bisimilar� The next
lemma states that the union of bisimulations is itself a bisimulation� This guarantees
the existence of a largest bisimulation for two transition systems which are bisimilar�
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Figure 
� Quotient Transition System

Lemma ��� If A � hX�����Xi and B � hY�����Y i are transition systems with

bisimulation Ri � X � Y � i � J � then R �
S
i�J Ri is also a bisimulation�

��� Equivalence Relations

Given a transition system A � hX�����i� we are interested in identifying states of
A that are �equivalent�� We do this by considering the bisimulation of A with itself�
The following lemma shows that a bisimulation on A leads to an equivalence relation�

Lemma ��� If A � hX�����i is a transition system and R � X�X is a bisimula�

tion� then the re�exive� symmetric and transitive closure of R is also a bisimulation�

A bisimulation on A creates an equivalence relation � on the states X of A�
where all the states in the congruence class 	x are bisimilar to each other� Since
the identity relation f�x� x�jx � Xg is a bisimulation� from Lemma 
�
� there is a
largest bisimulation from A to itself� From Lemma 
��� the largest bisimulation is an
equivalence relation�

De�nition ��
 For a transition system A � hX�����i� and a bisimulation ��
X � X which is an equivalence relation� we de�ne the quotient transition system

A� �� hX� ������i where X� � is the set of congruence classes� and 	x
�
�� 	y

provided x
�
�� y�

Although we have stated lemma 
�
� lemma 
�� and de�nition 
�� for bisimula�
tions� they hold for time�symmetric bisimulations as well� For the example in �gure ��
R � f�A�A�� �B�B�� �C�C�� �A�C�� �C�A�g is a time�symmetric bisimulation which
is an equivalence relation� The quotient transition system is shown in �gure 
�
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��� Reach Set of Transition Systems

For the transition system A� �S������� we de�ne the relation �	� S � S� where
�	� f

�
�� j� � �g�� That is� �	 is the transitive closure of the set f

�
�� j� � �g�

Essentially s �	 w provided w can be reached from s by an application of a sequence
of generators from ��

De�nition ��� For a transition system A� hS�����i� de�ne ReachA�S�� � fwjs �	
w� s � S�g�

The reach set ReachA�S�� is the set of states that can be reached from S� by a
sequence of transitions� For a map h � X �� Y and S � X� de�ne h�S� � fh�s�js �
Sg� and for a relation R � X � Y and S � X� de�ne R�S� � fyj�s� y� � R for some
s � Sg�

We next note that when two transition systems are equivalent� the reach set of
one can be computed in terms of another�

Lemma ��� IfA � hX�����Xi and B � hY�����Y i are isomorphic with bijection

h � X �� Y and S� � X� then ReachB�h�S��� � h�ReachA�S����

Lemma ��� If B � hY�����Y i simulates A � hX�����Xi with relation R �
X � Y and Y� � Y � then ReachA�R���Y��� � R���ReachB�Y����

Lemma ��	 If A�� � hX���R��Xi simulates B�� � hY���R��Y i with relation

R�� � X � Y and Y� � Y � then R���ReachB�Y��� � ReachA�R���Y���

As a consequence of lemma 
�� and lemma 
��� we get the following theorem�

Theorem ��� If B simulates A with R � X � Y � A�� simulates B�� with R��� and

Y� � Y � then ReachA�R���Y��� � R���ReachB�Y����

� Hybrid Automata

A hybrid automaton 	�� � models a hybrid system� It consists of control locations
with edges between the control locations� Each location is labeled with a di�erential
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inclusion� and every edge is labeled with a guard� and a jump relation� The state of the
hybrid automaton is the pair �l� x� where l is the control location� and x � Rn is the
continuous state� The hybrid automaton starts from some initial state �l�� x��� The
trajectory evolves with the control location remaining constant and the continuous
state x evolving with the di�erential inclusion at that location� When the continuous
state satis�es the guard of an edge from location l to control location m� a jump can
be made to location m� During the jump� the continuous state may get initialized to
a new value y� The new state is the pair �m� y�� The continuous state y now moves
with the new di�erential inclusion� followed some time later by another jump� and so
on�

��� Syntax

A guard is g � Rn� An edge is enabled when the state x � g� A jump relation is
j � Rn � Rn� During the jump� x is set to y provided �x� y� � j� When j is the
identity relation� the continuous state does not change� A di�erential inclusion is
�x � f�x� where f is a set�valued map �i�e� f�x� � Rn�� in case f�x� is a singleton� it
is a di�erential equation� A solution to the di�erential inclusion with initial condition
x� � Rn is any di�erentiable function ��t�� where � � R� � Rn such that ���� � x�
and ���t� � f���t��� Associated with a di�erential inclusion �x � f�x� is the transition

system hRn���f � T imei where x
t

��f y provided for a solution � of the di�erential
inclusion� ���� � x and ��t� � y� The set of guards� jump relations and di�erential
inclusions of interest are Guard� Jump� and Inclusions respectively�

A hybrid automaton is H � �L�D�E� where

� L is a set of control locations�

� D � L �� Inclusions where D�l� �also written Dl� is the di�erential inclusion
at location l�

� E � L � Guard � Jump � L are the edges � an edge e � �l� g� j�m� � E is
an edge from location l to m with guard g and jump relation j�

Figure � is an example of a hybrid automaton with control locations A and B� and
continuous state x� On the edge from B to A� the guard is g � fxjx 
 
g� and x is
nondeterministically assigned a value in the interval �	
� ���
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x < 0

x > 2

dx
dt

dx
dt=-1-x =3-x

A B x=0

x := [2,4]

Figure �� Hybrid Automata

��� Transition System of Hybrid Automata

The state space of the hybrid automaton is QH � L �Rn� We de�ne the semantics
of the hybrid automaton by de�ning its transition system� The state �l� x� � QH of
the hybrid automaton evolves with either the control location remaining �xed and
x evolving according to the inclusion at location l� or with a jump from one control
location to another� The generators for the hybrid automaton H � �L�D�E� are
� � T ime

S
fdg� The generator t � T ime causes state �l� x� to evolve to state �l� y�

in time t� The generator �d� causes a jump in the control location�

De�nition ��� For the hybrid automaton H � �L�D�E�� with state space QH �
L�Rn� we de�ne the transition system H � hQH���� T ime

S
fdgi where

� �l� x�
t

�� �l� y� provided x
t

��Dl
y�

� �l� x�
d
�� �m� y� provided �l� g� j�m� � E� x � g and �x� y� � j�

We next de�ne a � �transition system for the hybrid automaton in which �time�
does not play any role�

De�nition ��� Corresponding to the transition system H � hQH���� T ime
S
fdgi

of the hybrid automaton H� de�ne the � �transition system H� � hQH ���� f�g
S
fdgi

where

� �l� x�
�
�� �l� y� in H� provided �l� x�

t
�� �l� y� for some t in H�

� �l� x�
d
�� �m� y� in H� provided �l� x�

d
�� �m� y� in H�
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ReachH�S�� are all the states that can be reached in the hybrid automaton H
starting from S� � QH� The next lemma states that the reach set of the transition
systems H and H� are the same�

Lemma ��� ReachH�S�� � ReachH� �S���

��� Classes of Hybrid Automata

We de�ne some special classes of hybrid automata which are of interest�

De�nition ��� A n�dimensional rectangle is a set of the form r � 	l�� u� � � � � �
	ln� un with li� ui � Z� The ith component of r is ri � 	li� ui� The set of all n�
dimensional rectangles is Rectn�

De�nition ��� A n�dimensional rectangular automaton R � �L�D�E� is a hybrid

automaton with Inclusions � Rectn� Guard � Rectn and Jump � fjjj � j��� � ��jn
where ji � 	li� ui or ji � idg� The relation 	li� ui � f�x� y�jy � 	li� uig and id is the

identity relation�

De�nition ��� A n�dimensional multirate automaton is a n�dimensional rectangular

automaton in which the inclusions consist of single points� i�e�� Inclusions � fr � r �
Zng�

Figure � is an example of a rectangular automaton� and �gure � shows a multirate
automaton�

De�nition ��	 A n�dimensional timed automaton is a n�dimensional multirate au�

tomaton in which the set Inclusions contains the single element 	f�gn
� i�e�� �xi � �
for each i at every control location�

Since the di�erential equation is �xed at each location in the timed automaton�
we denote the timed automaton by T � �L�E��

In an initialized rectangular �multirate� automaton� the di�erential inclusion for
the ith component changes only when it is initialized� That is� for locations l and m
and edge �l� g� j�m� � E� the inclusion for xi can be di�erent at l and m provided
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xi is initialized during the jump� i�e�� ji is not the identity relation� The multirate
automaton in �gure � is an initialized multirate automaton� For example� �x � 
 in
location A and �x � �� in location B� but x is initialized on the jump from A to B�

The ith component of guard g is gi � 	li� ui� For k � �� de�ne gi
k

� 	 li
k
� ui
k

� and

for k 	 �� de�ne gi
k

� 	ui
k
� li
k
� Similarly� the ith component of relation j is ji� For

relation ji � 	li� ui�
ji
k

is similarly de�ned� and for ji � id� ji
k

� id�

��� Additional Notation

For an edge e � �l� j� g�m� of a n�dimensional rectangular automaton with ji � 	ri� si
and gi � 	ai� bi� we say the edge is labeled with the initialization �xi �� ji � 	ri� si�
and the guard �ai 
 xi 
 bi�� This information is summarized by writing a conjunctive
expression

Vn
i���ai 
 xi 
 bi��xi �� ji�� We also permit a disjunction of conjunctive

expressions of the form
Wm
k��

Vn
i���aik 
 xi 
 bik��xi �� jik�� Such an expression

would be represented by m edges in our de�nition of a rectangular automaton�

We also permit expressions of the form ��x� 
 �� �� �x� �� ���� which translates
to �x� � �� � ��x� 
 �� � �x� �� ���� and would be represented with two edges� In
general� any boolean expression can be translated into disjunction of conjunctive
expressions� and represented with multiple edges�

� Timed Automata and Initialized Multirate Au�

tomata

��� Timed Automata

A n�dimensional timed automaton has n clocks� xi� i � �� � � � � n� with �xi � � at every
control location� The guards on the edges are rectangles� The jump relation either
leaves the value of the clock unchanged� or sets the clock nondeterministically to a
value in an interval� Figure � is an example of a timed automaton�

We review the work in 	
 in which it was shown that timed automata have a
time�symmetric bisimulation with a �nite number of congruence classes�

Consider a timed automaton T � �L�E� with state space QT � Suppose Mi is the
largest integer with which xi is compared in a guard� or assigned in a jump relation�
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D

dx

dt

dy
dt

dx
dt
dy

dt

dx

dt
dy

dt

dx

dt

dy

dt

x=0
y=0

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1 = 1

= 1

= 1

= 1

[y < 1]

[y := [-2,-2]]

[y < -1]

[x > 0] [y < 1]

[x > 1]
[x < 3]

[x > 4]

[x := [1,2]]

Figure �� Timed Automaton

We will de�ne an equivalence relation � on Rn� where two states will be related
provided the ordering of the fractional parts of the components of the two states is
the same� and the integer parts of the components of two states match� or are greater
than the largest integer with which they are compared� For z � R� we write bzc for
its integer part� and hzi for its fractional part�

De�nition ��� We de�ne a relation �� Rn �Rn� where x � y provided

� hxii 	 hxji i� hyii 	 hyji

� hxii � hxji i� hyii � hyji

� �bxic � byic 
Mi� or ��bxic � Mi� and �byic � Mi��

It can be checked that � is an equivalence relation�

We next describe the congruence classes of the equivalence relation �� For a vec�
tor x � Rn� we de�ne hxi to be the ordering of the fractional parts of its components�
For example� for x � 	��� ��� ��
 ���� hxi � �� 	 hx�i 	 hx�i � hx�i 	 hx�i�� Simi�
larly� bxc is a vector of integer parts of the components� or an indication that the inte�
ger part is greater than Mi� For x � 	��� ��� ��
 ���� and M� � M� � M� � M� � ��
bxc � 	� � � ��
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Figure �� Congruence Classes of the Bisimulation for Timed System

Lemma ��� For the equivalence relation �� the congruence class 	x � fyjhxi � hyi
and bxc � bycg�

Since the integers Mi are bounded a priori� the equivalence relation � has only
a �nite number of congruence classes� Figure � shows the congruence classes for
R�� We extend the relation � to QT � L �Rn by de�ning �l� x� � �l� y� provided
x � y� The relation � is an equivalence relation on QT and the congruence class
	�l� x� � flg � 	x� Since L is �nite� QT has a �nite number of congruence classes�

Theorem ��� The equivalence relation � is a time�symmetric bisimulation for the

� �transition system T� � �QT ���� f�g
S
fdg��

Therefore the quotient transition system T�� �� �QT� ����� f�g
S
fdg� has

only a �nite number of states� As a consequence� we get the following result�

Lemma ��� For a timed automaton T � �L�E�� ReachT �S�� can be computed in a

�nite number of steps�

Although� we have only considered timed automata in which the coe�cients in
the guards and jump relation are integers� similar results hold for timed automata
with rational coe�cients�

��� Initialized Multirate Automata

In a multirate automaton� di�erent components of state x move at di�erent rates� In
an initialized multirate automaton� the rate at which xi moves can change when a
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jump is made into another control location and xi is initialized during the jump� We
show how to construct a timed automaton such that the transition systems of the
timed automaton and the initialized multirate automaton are isomorphic�

Corresponding to the initialized n�dimensional multirate automaton M � �L�D�E��
de�ne the corresponding n�dimensional timed automaton T � �L�ET �� The edge
�l� g� j�m� � E is replaced with the edge �l� gT � jT �m� � ET with gTi � gi

vi
and jTi � ji

wi

where Dl � fvg and Dm � fwg�

Figure � shows an initialized multirate automaton� and �gure � shows the corre�
sponding timed automaton� Consider the edge from location A to location B� The
guard �x 
 �� on the edge in the multirate automaton is replaced with the guard
�x 
 �

�
� in the timed automaton since �x � 
 in location A of the multirate automa�

ton� Similarly the initialization x �� 	�� � in the multirate automaton is replaced
with the initialization x �� 	 �

��
� �

��
 in the timed automaton since �x � �� in location

B of the multirate automaton�

De�ne the map h � L�Rn �� L�Rn by h�l� y� � �l� x� where x � �y�
v�
� � � � � yn

vn
�

and Dl � v� The state space of the timed automaton T is QT � h�QM�� The next
theorem states that the transition systems of the multirate automaton and the timed
automaton are isomorphic�

Theorem ��� The transition system M � �QM ���� T ime
S
f�g� of the initialized

multirate automaton� and T � �QT ���� T ime
S
f�g� of the timed automaton are

isomorphic with bijection h � QM �� QT �

Lemma ��� h�ReachM�X��� � ReachT �h�X����

Since the reach set of a timed automaton can be computed in a �nite number of
steps� the reach set of an initialized multirate automaton can also be computed in a
�nite number of steps�

� Initialized Rectangular Automata

In this section� we discuss initialized rectangular automata� Decidability of initialized
rectangular automata was shown in 	�� We follow the proof given in 	��

In a rectangular automaton� the inclusion for the ith component xi is �xi � 	li� ui�
Figure � shows an initialized rectangular automaton� In this section we present a
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x=0
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[x < 5][x:=[4,4]]

[y < -3][id]

[y < -5][y:=[-4,-4]]

[y < -2][id]

[y < 2][y:=[1,1]]
[x > 0][id]

[x > -3][x:=[-1,-2]]

= 2

= -3

=-3

=-3 = 2

= 2

= 2

= -3

Figure �� Multirate Automaton
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dt
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dt

x=0
y=0

= 1

= 1

= 1

= 1 = 1

= 1

= 1

= 1

[y < −1]

[x > 0] [y < 1]

[x < 5/2][x:=[−4/3,−4/3]]

[y > 1]

[y>5/3][y:=[−2,−2]]

[x < 1]

[x:=[−1/2,−1]]

[y:=[−1/3,−1/3]]

Figure �� Translation of Multirate Automaton to Timed Automaton
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Figure �� Initialized Rectangular Automaton

method to translate an initialized rectangular automaton into an initialized multirate
automaton� Given an n�dimensional rectangular automaton R� we de�ne a simulation
relation S and a 
n�dimensional multirate automaton M such that M simulates R�
and R�� simulates M���

We do this by replacing a variable �x � 	l� u in the rectangular automaton with
two variables �xl � l and �xu � u in the multirate automaton� The variable x de�nes an
envelope in the rectangular automaton whose lower and upper boundaries are tracked
by xl and xu in the multirate automaton ��gure ��� When the test �x  a� is made in
the rectangular automaton� we make the test �xu  a� in the multirate automaton�
After the test� the boundary of the envelope gets rede�ned ��gure ��� This is done
by checking whether �xl 
 a�� and initializing xl to a when this is the case� Hence�
the lower and the upper boundary of the envelope are tracked again by xl and xu
after the test� Similarly� when the test �x 
 a� is made in the rectangular automaton�
we test whether �xl 
 a� in the multirate automaton� To update the boundary� we
initialize xu to a when �xu  a��

More formally� corresponding to an n�dimensional rectangular automaton R �
�L�DR� ER�� we de�ne the 
n�dimensional multirate automaton M � �L�DM � EM��
The variable y�i�� in the multirate automaton tracks the lower boundary of the en�
velope created by xi in rectangular automaton� and the variable y�i tracks the upper
boundary of the envelope� At location l� �xi � 	li� ui in the rectangular automaton is
replaced with �y�i�� � li and �y�i � ui in the multirate automaton� A guard �xi  a� in
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Figure �� Envelope of di�erential inclusion �x � 	l� u

the rectangular automaton is replaced with �y�i  a� � ��y�i�� 
 a� �� �y�i�� �� a��
on the corresponding edge in the multirate automaton� Similarly the guard �xi 
 a�
in the rectangular automaton is replaced with �y�i�� 
 a�� ��y�i  a� �� �y�i �� a��
in the multirate automaton� The initialization �xi �� 	r� s� in the rectangular au�
tomaton is replaced with �y�i�� �� r� � �y�i �� s� on the corresponding edge in the
multirate automaton� Figure �� is the initialized multirate automaton obtained by
translating the initialized rectangular automaton of �gure ��

De�nition ��� For a rectangular automaton R with state space QR� and the cor�

responding multirate automaton M with state space QM � de�ne the relation S �
QM �QR where S � f��l� y�� �l� x��jy�i�� 
 xi 
 y�ig�

The relationship between the states of the initialized rectangular automaton� and
the initialized multirate automaton obtained by translation from it� is made with the
relation S� The multirate automaton tracks the rectangular automaton� When the
multirate automaton reaches state �l� y�� the rectangular automaton can reach any
state in the set S�f�l� y�g� � flg � 	y�� y�� � � � � 	y�n��� y�n�

Theorem ��� If R � �Q���� T ime
S
f�g� is the transition system of an initialized

rectangular automaton� and M � �QM ���� T ime
S
f�g� is the transition system of

the corresponding multirate automaton� then
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Figure ��� Translation of Rectangular Automaton to Multirate Automaton

� M simulates R with relation S��� and

� R�� simulates M�� with relation S�

From theorem 
��� we get the following result�

Theorem ��� ReachR�S�Y��� � S�ReachM�Y����

Since the reach set of an initialized multirate automaton can be computed in a
�nite number of steps� we can compute the reach set of an initialized rectangular
automaton in a �nite number of steps�
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